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BIODIVERSITY AND MARINE BIOTECHNOLOGY:
A NEW ERA FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF'

BIOTECIINOLOGY INDUSTRY

JALAL, K. C. A., KAMARUL, R. K., I{OOR FAIZUL, H.
ZARIh{A, 2., ANIL, A. J., SUHAILA.

O. & ZATI./.A AZIRA. Z. A"

Kulliyyah of Science
International Islamic [Jniyersity Malaysia

ABSTRACT

In the 21" century, people are coming to rearize that biological resources
have limits. However, humans are still exceeding those limlts and thereby
reducing biological diversity. Therefore, more resources especially from
the marine environment need to be explored to bridge the gai. Nowadays,
marine biotechnology rooted in the traditions of marine biology has
emerged as one of the major components of the biotechnology revolution.
It offers abundant resources for research, development and commercialisation.
wide biodiversity of species with significant potential in commercial
application is available in marine environment. The potential of this
domain as the basis for new biotechnologies remains largely unexplored"
Indeed, a vast majority of marine-riving organisms have not been identified
and revised, taxonomically and functionally. As a result, there is insufficient
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knowledge for intelligent mani.i.gement and application, even for known
organisms. Currently, Malaysian investment in biotechnology is devoting
to marine biotechnology from time to time. In addition, Government
support in research areas of marine biotechnology has generated new
fundamental knowledge and advanced technologies for producing new
pharmaceutical, biomaterial and other products; developing and improving
bioremediation and bioprocess; enhancing cultivation of aquatic species:

and expanding understanding of biolo-eical processes in the oceans and

their roles in global changes.

INTRODUCTION

Marine biotechnology is developing to be one of the greatest frontiers of
scientific exploration and commercial endeavors for the next century.
Compared with the terrestrial environment, the oceans of the world remain
largely unexplored and represent a major portton of the earth's genetic

resources. This fact reflects the opportunities for humans to come out
with new development of knowledge and advanced technologies in multiple
areas. By using the biotechnology tools as additional approaches, this
vast and diverse potential source of new food, pharmaceuticals, minerals
and energy, could be applied to help rneeting the needs of the world's
expanding population and economy.In contrast to the highly sophisticated
stage that has been reached by medical biotechnology, the history of
marine biotechnology traces back only a decade. Needless to say, marine
biotechnology does promise better benefits to the future world's economy,
as well as to the subsequent research and development in the world of
science.

In fact, marine biotechnology is stil1 very much at the discovery
stage, with much to be revealed about the evenness of natural populations,
population structure and molecular genetics of most of the resources from
the sea. This field is using the tools of integrated biotechnology science

in order to provide a better understanding and novel solution to the

existing and forthcoming problems in various disciplines. Significantly,
biotechnology allows us to tap the potentral of the oceans without depleting
them as a resource. In the long run, scientists no longer need to overharvest
marine organisms that produce valuable or scarce products, thus avoiding
depletion and possibly threats to critical resources. In other words, the
integration of marine biology and biotechnology may cater the increasing
needs of modern society e.g. in medicine and economy worldwide, with
proper management and sustainable utilization of the Iimited
resources 
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